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01. ASPASIE [sic]; traduit de l’Anglois [par Isabelle de
Montolieu] … A Londres, et se trouve à Paris, Chez Buisson …
1787.
2 vols in one, 12mo (161 × 98 mm), pp. [2], 236; [2], 238, [2]; some light
marginal browning; late nineteenth-century red quarter morocco, spine
lettered gilt, a little shelf wear; early ink ownership inscription to title (‘D.
Arnoult’).
£400
First edition in French of Arpasia; or, The
Wanderer (for William Lane, 1786), a tale
‘related with some art, and in many
passages highly interesting’ (Critical
Review). As Garside et al. note, ESTC
states that it is a translation of Aspasia, or,
the Dangers of Vanity; however, that novel
was not published until 1791.
The imprint here is probably fictitious, but
the book was advertised with much zeal in
Paris: ‘Enfin la vertu triomphe du crime &
deviant heureuse! Nombre d’obstaclesm
plus difficiles les uns que les autres, &
surmontés, répandent in vif intérêt, & font
aimer l’héroïne qui est force de les
combattre. Plusieurs tableaux, de divers
tons, amusent l’esprit, fixent l’attention, ou
affecttent le cœur. Toujours un coloris frais,
une teinte convenable, & qui rend d’une
manière vraie & intéressante les différentes
scenes présentées’ (Supplément au
catalogue des livres nouveaux, Buisson,
1787).
The translator here is Isabelle de Montolieu (1751–1832), a Swiss
woman of letters who went on to translate both Sense and Sensibility
and Persuasion. Her own novel, Caroline de Lichtfield (1786), appeared
in English the same year as her translation of Arpasia. Mary
Wollstonecraft called it ‘one of the prettiest things I have ever read’.
Garside, Raven & Schöwerling 1786: 4n; Gay 294; Rochedieu, p. 364.
For the English original, see Blakey, p. 138, and Summers, p. 236. A
survey of ESTC and WorldCat locates 4 copies outside Europe
(McMaster, Yale, UCLA, Vanderbilt).

LOVE, HATE, AND AMBITION

02. BAILLIE, Joanna. Die Leidenschaften. Eine
Reihe dramatischer Gemälde nach dem Englischen
von Joanna Baillie von Carl Friedrich Cramer …
Amsterdam und Leipzig, im Verlage von Rohloff
und Compagnie 1806.
3 vols in one, 8vo (180 × 111 mm), pp. cxvi, 418; 400;
xvi, 656; some light offsetting and marginal browning;
contemporary green half calf with marbled paper sides,
spine gilt with brown paper labels, a little rubbed,
corners worn, vol. II chipped at head.
£450
First edition in German of the first two volumes of the
Scottish playwright’s Plays on the Passions (1798,
1802; the third did not appear until 1812), here divided
into three parts: Love (Count Basil, The Tryal), Hate (De
Montfort, The Election), and Ambition (Ethwald, The
Second Marriage). The translator here, Carl Friedrich
Cramer (1752–1807), was a theologian, bookseller, and
journalist who also translated Rousseau and Diderot
into German, as well as Klopstock and Schiller into French. He was a
staunch supporter of the French Revolution and lived in Paris until his
death.
Goedeke VII, 726, 428, 1; Price & Price, Literature 51. WorldCat list a
sole copy outside Europe, at the University of Waterloo, Ontario.

03. BOWRING, John. [In Cyrillic:] Rossiiskaia antologiia.
Specimens of the Russian Poets … With preliminary Remarks
and biographical Notices. Second Edition, with Additions.
London: Printed for the Author: sold by R. Hunter … and A.
Constable and Co., Edinburgh. 1821.
12mo (165 × 97 mm), pp. xxxv, [1], 239, [1]; a few spots to the title, else
a very good, clean copy in contemporary half calf, rubbed.
£150
Second edition; a second part followed in 1823. Bowring’s anthology,
the first collection of Russian poetry in English, was first published
earlier in the year; Alexander I was so pleased with the book that he sent
Bowring a diamond ring in congratulation. This second edition is
revised, with a new poem by Krylov and three more ‘national songs’.
Lewanski Rus 15; Line, p. 11.

‘THE MOST EGREGIOUS EXAMPLE OF A FAKE TRAVELLER’S ACCOUNT’
04. [CONTANT D’ORVILLE, André-Guillaume]. Les nuits
anglaises, ou recueil de traits singuliers, d’anecdotes,
d’événemens remarquables, de faits extraordinaires, de
bizarreries, d’obervations critiques & de pensées philosophiques,
&c. propres à faire connaître le genie & le caractère des Anglais
… A Paris, [c]hez J. P. Costard … 1770.
4 vols, 8vo (163 × 102 mm), pp. [2], 28,
368; [2], viii, 368; [2], viii, 400; [4], 376, [2];
old water stain to the fore-margin of the
first few leaves in vol. II, some light
browning elsewhere, more so to the
margins at the end of vols I and III;
contemporary mottled calf, red morocco
spine labels (vol. III bound almost
identically, but seemingly from another
set), marbled endpapers; a little rubbed,
some corners worn, to vol. IV headcap
chipped, upper joint starting, but firm, a
few marks.
£650
First edition. Contant d’Orville (c.1730–
c.1800) was a prolific writer known best for
his extensive ethnographic Histoire des
différents peuples du monde (1768), and
history of opéra bouffon (1771). Here he
offers a kaleidoscopic view of England and
its people, supposedly based on personal
experience, but the whole work is
invention. In fact, Josephine Grieder calls it ‘the most egregious
example of a fake traveller’s account … His method of presentation

follows exactly that of the legitimate visitors. He insists on his
impartiality’ (pp. 40–1n), though has plagiarized other works.
The account is divided into 45 ‘nights’, which cover a wide range of
topics, from politics, and the English antipathy towards the French, to
literature (Chaucer, Shakespeare, Spenser, Milton, Dryden, Pope), and
women, including a visit to an Englishwoman’s library, where the author
finds ‘des Livres parfaitement bien rangés … [et] superbement reliés &
bien dorés’ (II, 278).
Cioranescu 21098; Quérard II, 277.
A THICK-SKINNED ENGLISH JOURNALIST

05. [CRIMEAN WAR.] Izdatel’ angliiskoi gazety “Taims” i russkii
sapozhnik [The editor of the English newspaper “The Times” and
the Russian bootmaker]. [Russia, 1850s.]
Tinted lithograph (268 × 234 mm), creased where previously folded,
sometime torn along the central fold and repaired, other paper repairs in
places (affecting one character only), but in very good condition overall.
£400 + VAT in the EU
An unusual image, published during the time
of the Crimean War, highlighting The Times’
position during the hostilities. The editor
complains to the bootmaker that he has torn
his mouth through shouting on behalf of
Russia, which the bootmaker has set about to
repair, remarking (to himself) ‘what thick skin
this man has’.
John Thadeus Delane (1817–1879) was editor
of The Times for thirty-six years, 1841–77.
‘Under Delane’s editorship The Times was
loosely identified with Liberalism … [and] the
power of The Times in opposition to
government was seen very clearly during the
Crimean War, when Delane felt it was his duty
to condemn those directing the war … In his
lifetime Delane was widely regarded as the
unquestioned head of the journalistic
profession, who had done much to raise the
tone of journalism. Some of his innovative methods of reporting news,
which included the use of interviews, and his Crimean and other

“crusades”, foreshadowed the “new journalism” of the later nineteenth
century’ (Oxford DNB).

WITH A STRIKING WATERMARK

06. [CRONSTADT PRINTING.] Bond certificate. Cronstadt,
dated 14 July 1827.
4to leaf of wove paper (quarter of a sheet: 235 × 225 mm), letterpress
with Russian price stamp (50 kopeks) printed at top right corner;
Russian watermarked paper; sometime folded but very clean; the name
of the bondsman, ship, captain and date completed by hand.
£300 + VAT in the EU
A certificate confirming a British captain’s purchase of a ship, under
bond from one of the longest-established British trading firms in St
Petersburg.
This document testifies to captain John Cutter’s ownership of the
Success, under bond from Mssrs Hills & Whishaw, a firm of merchants
and commission agents (see Stuart Thompstone, ‘British Merchant
Houses in Russia before 1914’, in Economy and Society in Russia and
the Soviet Union 1860–1930 (London, 1992), pp. 107–130). Built in
1802, the Success was a second-class brig of the first quality; as this
document attests she was purchased in 1827 by John Cutter in

Kronshtadt, the island port town in the Gulf of Finland. Under Cutter,
who was both her owner and captain, she continued throughout the
1830s to ply the lucrative route between St Petersburg and Hull, the port
through which the vast quantities of northern European flax and hemp
were imported for Britain’s linen, canvas, and rope industries.
Many British merchants maintained offices at Kronshtadt, where a
‘sizable British community was swelled by hundreds of visiting British
sailors and travellers’ (Cross, By the Banks of the Neva, p. 118), who
also cites the anonymous Voyage to St. Petersburg in 1814 (1822): ‘…
every second person we saw was English; the beach, quays, streets,
and taverns were crowded with them … the place might be taken for an
English colony.’ It makes sense that English-language printing also took
place there, though this is the first piece of English printing from
Kronshtadt that I have ever seen. The watermark is quite splendid.

07. [DICKENS.] PLESHCHEEV,
Aleksei Nikolaevich. Zhizn’ Dikkensa
[The Life of Dickens] … S.-Peterburg.
Tipografiia I. N. Skorokhodova … 1891.
8vo (189 × 120 mm), pp. [2], 294, ii; with
photographic portrait frontispiece by Shtein
(browned); closed tear in the gutter of final
leaf of text; contemporary quarter sheep,
rubbed, cloth tips, purchase note (dated
December 1890) to the title; old bookseller’s
marks and later sticker to rear pastedown.
£300
First separate edition, originally published
across six numbers of Anna Evreinova’s
journal Severnyi vestnik (an early supporter
of the young Chekhov) in 1890. Like
Dostoevsky, the poet Aleksei Pleshcheev
(1825–1893) had been arrested as a radical
in 1849 and sentenced to death, only for his
sentence to be commuted to penal
servitude. After ten years in exile, he returned to Moscow, where he
contributed to literary journals, published a number of novels and, more
importantly perhaps, ran a kind of literary salon. Tolstoy, Turgenev, and
Tchaikovsky were all among his acquaintance, and Pleshcheev’s verse
provided lyrics for Rimsky-Korsakov, Mussorgsky, Rachmaninov, and
Tchaikovsky. The latter’s 16 Songs for Children (1883) contained 14
poems by Pleshcheev (notably ‘Legenda’, a translation of the American

poet Richard Henry Stoddard’s ‘The young child Jesus had a garden’,
best known to English-speaking audiences now as the Christmas piece
‘The Crown of Roses’, in a back-translation by Percy Dearmer).
Pleshcheev had translated a chapter on slavery from Dickens’ American
Notes in 1863. He bases his biography here on Du Pontavice de
Heussey’s L’inimitable Boz (1889).
Fridlender & Katarskii 1357. WorldCat lists a sole copy, at the New York
Public Library.

A LITERARY FORGERY?

08. [G––N, Aleksei P––v, supposed author].
The Exile. A Poem. From the Russian.
Translated from the original MS. of the Author
who fell in the Battle before Dresden. Illustrated
with geographical Notes. Dedicated to the
Grand Duchess of Oldenbourg … London:
Published by John Souter … 1814.
8vo (209 × 132 mm) in half-sheets, pp. [4], 70; the
occasional light mark, but a good copy, disbound.
£500
First edition, scarce. It was reissued, with a cancel
title and without the dedication leaf, in 1816.
‘A Russian Boyar adopts the son of a deceased
peasant, for whom he entertained a friendship. His
lordship was at this time childless; but, shortly after,
his lady presented him with a daughter. She only
lived, however, to embrace her child, and to
recommend her future union with the adopted
Alexis. The Boyar promises. The children are brought up with the
avowed intention of being united; but, when they have attained an age to
be sensible of their mutual and unalterable attachment to each other, the
arrival of a noble stranger changes the scene: he induces the Boyar to
Exile his favourite, for the purpose of weakening his daughter’s hitherto
approved affection, and of marrying her according to her rank. The
heroine true to her first love pines for her absent Alexis; till, being at the
brink of the grave, her father resolves to restore his child, by recalling
the object of her affections, and blessing their union. But mercy came
too late. The youth, more noble of spirit than of birth, seeks glory in the

field of battle, and falls at the battle of Dresden, with the name of a
hero …’ (Critical Review).
The book is not listed in Line, or Lewanski, but then I am slightly doubtful
that it is indeed translated from a Russian source (if it is, then it is the
first English translation of a piece of Russian poetry). It seems more
likely that it is a writer capitalising on the fashion for all things Russian
which arose in Britain during the Napoleonic Wars. It is not listed in Cat.
Russica, or Cross, The Russian Theme in English Literature, either, but
then it may have been passed over as a translation.
WorldCat locates 3 copies (BL, Yale, New York Historical Society);
COPAC adds no others.

09. GERARD, Alexander. O vkuse,
tvorenie g. Zherarda, s priobshcheniem
razsuzhdenii o tom zhe predmete g.
D’Alamberta, Vol’tera i Monteskio. Perevod
s Frantsuzskago [On taste, a work by Mr.
Gerard, with additional dissertations on the
subject by Mr D’Alembert, Voltaire, and
Montesquieu. Translated from the French].
Moskva 1803. V Universitetskoi Tipografii.
Izdano izhdiveniem Soderzhatelei onoi:
Liubi, Gariia i Polova.
3 parts in one vol., as issued, 8vo (202 × 122
mm), pp. [4], 272; a little soiling in the lower
margin of p. 145, otherwise the odd spot only; a
very good copy in contemporary tree calf,
rubbed, corners worn, headcap chipped; old
bookseller’s marks to the rear endpapers and a
couple of cuttings pasted in.
£1800
First and only edition in Russian of Gerard’s Essay on Taste (1759),
translated, as was often the case, via French (Essai sur le goût, 1766).
‘In its original form, An Essay on Taste contained Gerard’s own text, plus
translations of brief works on the subject by Voltaire, D’Alembert,
and Montesquieu which signalled his absorption of the French tradition
in aesthetics. But the Essay was also distinctively Scottish in character,
for Gerard blended the ideas of Hutcheson, Hume, and his Aberdeen
contemporaries, and grounded his discussion of the principles of taste
on the science of human nature … Because of its wide readership
the Essay popularized the philosophical approach to the arts developed

by Scots moralists in the early eighteenth century, and it quickly became
a canonical text in the literature on taste’ (Oxford DNB).
Sopikov 2514. Not found in COPAC or WorldCat.

10. GESSNER, Salomon.
New Idylles … Translated
by W. Hooper MD. With A
Letter to M: Fuslin, on
Landscape Painting, and the
Two Friends of Bourbon, a
Moral Tale, by M. Diderot.
London, Printed for S.
Hooper … & G. Robinson …
1776.
Large 8vo (263 × 182 mm) in
half-sheets, pp. [4], 129, [1],
plus etched and engraved titlepage, head- and tailpieces, and
9 plates by Sparrow or
Chambars after Gessner;
printed on thick paper; some
light spotting, dust-soiling in the
upper margin of pp. 76–77;
early ink ownership inscription
of John Bell, Kensington, to p.
[1]; nineteenth-century half
morocco, rubbed, pebble-grain
cloth sides, spine lettered gilt.
£350
First edition in English of the Moralische Erzæhlungen und Idyllen
(Zurich, 1772). ‘The former works of M. Gessner have been received
with that applause by Europe in general, as renders all apology for this
publication superfluous, and all commendation by any individual
unnecessary. The translator, however, cannot refrain from declaring the
singular satisfaction he enjoys in presenting the English reader with a
work, he thinks, equal in the beauty of composition (allowance made for
the difference of language) to the Idyls of Theocritus, or Virgil, and far
superior in benevolent and pathetic sentiments.

‘The historical plates and vignets with which this work is embellished,
were all designed and drawn by M. Gessner himself.
‘The story of the Two Friends of Bourbon was communicated by M.
Diderot to our author, who thought proper to publish it with these Idyls,
as a monument of friendship that the cultivation of letters alone has
produced between two men, whom distant countries have ever held
separate’ (Advertisement).
Adams DD46 (‘Première traduction anglaise d’un conte de Diderot’);
Morgan 2319; for the first edition, see Borst 234 and Goedeke IV/1,
82, 9.

INSPIRED BY, AND TRANSLATING, PERCY’S RELIQUES

(AND SHAKESPEARE)
11. [HERDER, Johann Gottfried]. Volkslieder … Erster Theil [–
Nebst untermischten andern Stücken. Zweiter Theil]. Leipzig, in
der Weygandschen Buchhandlung 1778[–9].
2 vols, 8vo (156 × 92 mm), pp. 335, [1]; 36, 315, [1]; complete with the
preface to vol. II, often lacking; one small hole to the title of vol. I (natural
paper flaw) and an old repair to the title verso in vol. II; some light
offsetting; still a good copy in early nineteenth-century marbled boards,
extremities rubbed, paper spine labels lettered gilt, spines slightly
chipped.
£1200
First edition of an anthology of ‘northern’ ballads,
collected and, where necessary, translated into
German by Herder.
German interest in folksongs began in the middle of
the eighteenth century, stoked in no small part by the
Europe-wide mania for Ossian. Thomas Percy’s
influential Reliques of Ancient English Poetry (1765)
was also much admired, and Herder, who had been
sent a copy by Rudolf Erich Raspe (of Munchausen
fame) in August 1771, the same month Herder wrote
the first draft of his essay Über Ossian und die Lieder
alter Völker, responded to calls for a German Percy.
In 1773, he began translating sections of the Reliques
and collecting other North European folksongs for a
collection of ‘Alte Volkslieder, englisch und deutsch
zusammen’ which, though sent to the press, on

account of numerous errors by the printer was never published. In 1777,
Herder returned to the project, and the first volume, now titled simply
Volkslieder, appeared the following year.
A glance at the contents pages reveals the extraordinary range of the
originals—Lithuanian, Spanish, Swiss, Danish, Skaldic, Morlach, Greek,
Estonian, Lapp, Latvian, Greenlandic—but as Percy’s Reliques was the
impetus, most come from English and Scots. Other sources include
Ramsay’s Tea-table Miscellany, D’Urfey’s Wit and Mirth, or Pills to purge
Melancholy, Camden’s Remaines, Ossian, and, perhaps surprisingly,
Shakespeare (Measure for Measure, Cymbeline (two extracts), The
Tempest, As You Like It (two extracts), Othello, Twelfth Night, Hamlet),
who also provides the quotation on the title-page of the first volume
(Laertes’ ‘A violet in the youth of primy nature …’, in German). Goethe
is another: the first appearance in print of ‘Klaggesang von der edlen
Frauen des Agan-Aga’ (‘Die Uebersetzung dieses edlen Gesanges ist
nicht von mir’, notes Herder), plus songs collected in Alsace.
Borst 359; Goedeke IV/I, 728, 62.

BY THE SHAKESPEARE FORGER

12. IRELAND, William Henry. France for the last Seven Years;
or, the Bourbons … London: Printed for G. and W. B. Whittaker …
1822.
8vo (205 × 130 mm), pp. xvi, 439, [1], with engraved frontispiece of
Napoleon by Pelcenino after David; some light marginal browning;
contemporary polished half roan with marbled paper sides, spine gilt;
rubbed, corners worn, upper joint cracked, spine chipped at head;
booklabel of J. O. Edwards.
£200
First edition. William Henry Ireland (1775–1835) is known chiefly today
for his notorious forgeries of Shakespeare in the 1790s. He later ran a
circulating library, was imprisoned for debt in 1811, and went on to write
a number of books on French history and culture.

GOETHE’S OSSIAN

13. [MACPHERSON, James]. Works of Ossian. Vol. I[–IV].
Francfort and Leipzig printed for I. G. Fleischer 1783.

4 vols, 8vo (163 × 104 mm), pp. xxvi, 94, [6], 143, [1]; 192; 271, [1]; 181,
[23]; with etched title-pages designed by Goethe; some light offsetting
only; early nineteenth-century half calf and marbled boards, some wear
to the corners.
£1800
In 1773—the same year they selfpublished Götz von Berlichingen—
Goethe (still only 23) and his friend,
Johann Heinrich Merck, decided to
produce an edition of Ossian. The
following year Goethe published Die
Leiden des jungen Werthers, perhaps
the greatest Ossian reader of all, and
the success of Macpherson’s work in
Germany was assured. As Henry
Crabb Robinson remarked to Goethe in
1829: ‘The taste for Ossian is to be
ascribed to you in a great measure. It
was Werther that set the fashion’ (Diary,
Reminiscences, and Correspondence,
ed. Sadler, II, 432).
Ten years later, Merck brought out the
present edition, entirely reset despite
similarities of pagination, which he reedited (leaving out the Gaelic
‘Specimen of the Original of Temora’ at
the end of vol. IV, and inserting John
Clark’s An Answer to Mr. Shaw’s Inquiry into the Authenticity of the
Poems ascribed to Ossian, Edinburgh, 1781, at the beginning of vol. I),
and in which the title-pages, designed by Goethe himself, were reetched.
Goethe and Merck’s initial impetus for producing their edition was simply
that copies of the original English text were so hard to come by in
Germany. Michael Denis had had to use Cesarotti’s Italian version as
the basis for his German translation (the first complete translation into
any language, 1768–9), and Herder had been relying on second-hand
sources for years before in 1771 he borrowed a copy which Goethe had
found in his father’s library. It was that copy (the 1765 London edition)
which Goethe then used for his edition with Merck.
The book’s rarity meant it was all but unknown to scholarship for a long
time (‘Dieses Werk wird hiermit zum ersten Mal öffentlich angeboten.
Bis vor kurzem den Goethe-Forschern unbekannt … dürfte [es] zu den

grössten Seltenheiten der Goethe-Literatur zählen’, Deneke sale, 1909,
lot 373).
Goedeke IV/III, 121, sub 79; Speck 1294; Tombo, Ossian in Germany
1777n.

14. MASON, William. Elfrida, a dramatic Poem. Written on the
Model of the antient Greek Tragedy … London, Printed for J. and
P. Knapton … MDCCLIL [i.e. 1752].
4to (244 × 190 mm), pp. [2], xv, [1], 80; title printed in red and black
(spotted, with a mark at foot); recent marbled boards.
£250
First edition, the only early one in quarto, printed by William Bowyer
(Maslen & Lancaster 3744; 750 copies printed). There were about
another ten editions before the end of the century. Boswell later called
the play ‘exquisite, both in poetical description and moral sentiment.’
Gaskell 4.

15. [MASON, William]. Elfride, ein Trauerspiel in drey Aufzügen.
Von Herrn Bertuch … Wien, zu finden beym Logemeister. 1776.
Small 8vo (150 × 93 mm), pp. 71, [1]; with a quotation from Hamlet
(‘Give me that man that is not passion’s slave …’, printed in English) to
the title verso; a few light marks only; modern boards.
£275
It is fascinating to see a mid-century English play here transplanted to
Austria, its original quarto form reduced to a pocket-sized small 8vo.
The translation, by Friedrich Bertuch (1747–1822), was first printed at
Weimar, in 1775; according to the preface, changes were then made to
make it ‘suitable’ for a performance at Vienna’s Nationaltheater, the text
of which is printed here.
Goedeke IV/1, 679, 20, 10; cf. Price & Price, Literature 666. WorldCat
locates no copies outside Europe.

PRESENTATION COPY

16. MORRES, Hervey Montmorency. Genealogical Memoir of
the Family of Montmorency, styled De Marisco or Morres;
ancient Lords de Marisco and de Montemarisco, in the Peerage of

England and Ireland—most respectfully addressed to His Majesty
Louis XVIII, King of France and Navarre … Paris, Printed by J.R.
Plassan. 1817.
4to (255 × 196 mm), pp. [4], 75, [5], xxxvi, [2], ccclxiii, [3]; with 25 etched
plates, title vignette, and a few engraved coats-of-arms and shoulder
notes in the text; early (authorial?) ms. ink corrections to pp. 31 and
ccclv; unobtrusive stain in the gutter towards the end, some light
offsetting and spotting in places, but still a very good copy, with
generous margins, in later quarter calf and marbled boards, red calf
label to spine; Dampierre bookplate.
£1400

First and only edition, rare, this copy inscribed ‘Pour Madame la
Duchesse de Luynes née de Montmorency-Laval avec respecteuses
hommages de l’auteur. Paris le 15 Decembre 1817’, with a long list of
vocabulary notes (for the duchess?) written underneath.
Hervey Montmorency Morres (1767–1839) was a career soldier from
Tipperary who set off, still a teenager, to fight with the Austrians first
against the Turks, then the French. He returned to Ireland, with a
German bride, in 1795, and joined the United Irishmen, finally fleeing to
Hamburg in 1798, where he was arrested. On his release three years
later he went back to Ireland, via France, whither he was persuaded to
return to active service as a colonel in the French army in 1812.

After the defeat of Napoleon, and unsuccessful attempts to win a
commission in the British army, Morres became a French citizen. ‘With
the restoration of the French monarch he was anxious to associate
himself with the noble family of Montmorency in France. To prove his
case he spent time compiling a genealogical memoir’, and obviously
presented copies of it to members of the family, ‘but the evidence he
provided was ignored by the French Montmorencys’ (Oxford DNB).
Plassan brought out what appears to be a French version (or at least a
book based on the earlier English researches), Les Montmorency de
France et les Montmorency d’Irlande, in 1828.
COPAC and WorldCat locate 6 copies only (BnF, BL, Polish Union Cat.,
Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, V&A, Bodley).

17. POPE, Alexander. Heloise an Abelard … Englischer Urtext
mit Uebersetzung, herausgegeben von Dr. Kilian Wolf. Fulda
1829, in der C. Müller’schen Buchhandlung.
Small 8vo (169 × 102 mm), pp. 47, [1]; with English
and German printed on facing pages; some light
spotting; contemporary marbled paper boards,
rubbed, ms. paper spine labels, early ink ms. shelf
number to front pastedown.
£120
Scarce bilingual edition of Pope’s famous poem, a
particularly popular text in late eighteenth-century
Germany, which spurred no less than ten renderings
between 1780 and 1805 (Price, Reception of
English Literature in Germany, p. 77). It is
dedicated to the Anglophile Christian Wagner (see
item 22).
WorldCat lists 2 copies only, both in Germany. Not
in COPAC.

THE ENGLISH GOTHIC NOVEL IN TRANSLATION

18. RADCLIFFE, Ann. Éléonore de Rosalba ou le
confessional des pénitens noirs. Traduit de l’anglais d’Anne
[sic] Radcliffe … par Mary Gay. Avec figures de Queverdo … A
Paris, chez Lepetit … Et à Genève, J. J. Paschoud. 1797.
7 vols, 18mo (130 × 79 mm), pp. [4], 179, [1]; [4], 171, [1]; [4], 5–212; [4],
5–178; [4], 5–178; [4], 5–179, [1]; [4], 207, [1]; with etched and engraved
frontispieces by Villerey after Queverdo; complete with half-titles;
spotting and browning, largely confined to the margins, more so to vol. I,
A3–4 in vol. VI misbound, lower corner of Q4 in vol. VII torn away, not
touching text; uniformly bound in contemporary polished tree sheep,
marbled endpapers, spine gilt with contrasting red and green morocco
labels, rubbed, joints to vols I and V cracked but firm, spines a little
chipped in places; modern bookplate (‘G. H.’) in each volume.
£750
First edition, one of two rival translations in French of The Italian to be
published in 1797. The English gothic novel was enormously popular in
France, where translations were not only commercially successful, but
would go into multiple editions. Radcliffe novels were particularly wont
to cause a stir, and by The Italian’s publication in 1797 her name had
become irrevocably synonymous with the gothic mode, making her
‘unquestionably the dominant romance writer of the 1790s’ (Oxford
DNB).

The present translation was particularly well received: ‘Aimez-vous à
laisser votre imagination errer au milieu des bois, des rochers, des
deserts, des ruines? Aimez-vous encore des tableauz de prisons,
d’églises gothiques, de couvens, d’hermitages? Aimez-vous enfin les
scenes terribles, déchirantes? Lisez Eléonore de Rosalba; lisez tous les
romans d’Anne Radcliffe. Cette femme qui n’a commence à écrire que
dans un age mûr, a produit, dans l’espace de quelques années
seulement, un assez grand nombre d’ouvrages estimés … [et] dans tous
on reconnaît songenre, sa manière originale’ (La Décade philisophique,
littéraire et politique, 30 mars 1797, p. 541). The translator, Mary Gay
(1765–1821), would go on to write her own gothic novel, Albertine de
Sainte-Albe, published in Paris by Renard in 1818.
Garside, Raven & Schöwerling 1797: 70n; Rochedieu, p. 268
(erroneously giving the other translation, L’Italien, by Morellet, as ‘1796’);
Summers, p. 140. WorldCat lists a sole copy outside Europe, at the
Hagley Museum. Not in COPAC.

19. RECREATION IN ANCOATS.
Thirty-third Year. The New Islington
Hall, Ancoats, Manchester. On Sunday,
November 7th, 1909 … [Presumably
Manchester, 1909].
8vo (214 × 142 mm), printed bifolium, some
browning, but still very good.
£20
Founded in the 1870s, the Ancoats
Recreation Movement sought to infuse
culture into the slums of Manchester. Here
it hosted a lecture given by Princess
Alexandra Kropotkin, daughter of the
Russian anarchist, on ‘Russia: Its Present
Political and Social Condition’, followed by a
violin recital.

FROM THE ENGLISH PRESS AT PARIS

20. SAINT-PIERRE, Bernardin de. Paul and Virginia.
Translated from the French … by Helen Maria Williams, author of

Letters on the French Revolution, Julia a novel, Poems,
&c. [Paris: John Hurford Stone at the English Press,] 1795.
8vo (218 × 137 mm) in half-sheets,
pp. [2], viii, [2], 9–274; with 6 stippleengraved plates after Dutailly, each
with original paper guards, bound
without final blank; printed on a mixed
paper stock with some gatherings of
tinted paper; occasional light spotting,
lower corner of B1 torn away, other
leaves in the gathering slightly
sprung, offsetting from the turn-ins at
the beginning and the end;
contemporary calf, gilt, green
morocco spine label, marbled
endpapers; scratches to upper and
lower boards, rubbed, corners worn,
spine chipped at head and tail. £950
First edition of this translation, a rare
imprint from the English Press at
Paris. The origin of this book has
caused bibliographers some trouble
with its apparently English typography
and use of catchwords. Its true origin
has been identified by John Bidwell of
the Morgan Library, who writes in its online catalogue: ‘Given the French
origins of the paper, type, plates and binding, and the quality of the
typesetting, this edition was printed in Paris, almost certainly at the
English Press of the expatriate radical John Hurford Stone, who was
living with Helen Maria Williams at this time’ (see Madeleine B. Stern,
‘The English Press in Paris and its successors’, PBSA 74 (1980), 307–
389).
The type is indeed of ultimate English origin, being cast from
Baskerville’s punches by the Dépôt des caractères de Baskerville in
Paris, established by Beaumarchais in 1791 and closed c.1795–6.
Beaumarchais (who considered Baskerville a genius) purchased the
bulk of the Birmingham printer’s punches from his widow after his death
(John Dreyfus, ‘The Baskerville punches 1750–1950’, The Library, 5th
series 5 (1951), 26–48; also cited by Bidwell).
Helen Maria Williams was a central member of an important group of
English radicals who had settled in Paris after the Revolution which
included Mary Wollstonecraft, William Godwin, and Thomas Paine. She

formed an association with the radical printer Stone, who divorced his
wife in 1794 and was possibly secretly married to Williams that year.
Paul and Virginia was translated at the height of the Terror, when
Williams was imprisoned in the Couvent des Anglaises on account of the
war between England and France. Stone’s English Press remained
active throughout these years in the Rue de Vaugirard, successfully
printing works by authors such as Paine and Joel Barlow.
Cohen–de Ricci 932 (specifying 5 plates only; not all copies in ESTC
have them); Garside, Raven & Schöwerling 1788: 71n.

21. SAINT-PIERRE, Bernardin de. Paul and Virginia.
Translated from the French … by Helen Maria Williams … With
six Plates, engraved by Richter. Fourth Edition. London: Printed
for Vernor and Hood … 1799.
Small 8vo (157 × 89 mm), pp. viii, 168; with an additional stippleengraved title, frontispiece, and 4 plates, one signed Lefevre; some light
foxing; contemporary tree calf, spine gilt with black morocco letteringpiece, joints rubbed, hinges cracked but holding, a couple of neat repairs
to the boards; early ink ownership signature to front pastedown (‘J. G.
Marriner’, possibly John Gater Marriner of Newbury, Berkshire), later
ticket of J. W. Robinson Co. (Los Angeles) to rear pastedown; a very
nice copy of an important translation.
£120
Vernor and Hood published at least five editions of Helen Maria
Williams’s translation before the end of the century, printed in 12mo and
aimed squarely at the juvenile market with their attractive illustrations by

Henry Richter. All are now scarce. Garside et al. note that of the 17
English printings of the text between 1795 and 1800, all but four are
Williams’s.
Cf. Osborne, p. 931, for another Vernor & Hood ‘fourth edition’, 1798.

22. SHERIDAN, Richard Brinsley. The School for Scandal a
Comedy in five Acts … Accentuirt und mit grammatischen und
erläuternden Anmerkungen herausgegeben von Karl Franz
Christian Wagner … Helmstädt: Verlag der Fleckeisenschen
Buchhandlung. 1834.
Small 8vo (172 × 105 mm), pp. xvi, 188, [2]; some light occasional
spotting, small stain in the upper margin of final couple of leaves;
contemporary marbled boards, rubbed, corners and fore-edge worn, but
sound; early ink ownership signature to front free endpaper, another
inscription to the title effaced.
£150
First edition thus, edited with extensive notes, and marked up for stress
(for reading out loud) by Wagner (1760–1847), an academic who had
visited England in the 1780s, in his capacity as tutor to an aristocratic
Italian family. He later accepted a position at the Collegium Carolinum in
Brunswick, where he lectured on Classical and English literature, and
was instrumental in trying to promote the teaching of English, rather than
French, in the curriculum. He writes the preface to his edition of
Sheridan’s classic play from Marburg, commenting how many years ago
it was that he was in England.
WorldCat lists 2 copies only outside of Germany (Virginia, Cincinnati
Public Library). Not in COPAC.

23. SHERIDAN, William. Saint-Clair et Stéphanie, ou l’isle
déserte. Par W. Shéridan, membre du parlement d’Angleterre.
Traduit de l’Anglais par J. L. M***. A Paris, Chez Langlois … An
VII [1798/9].
12mo (180 × 109 mm), pp. [2], 204, with engraved frontispiece by De
Launay after Challion; some light browning, marginal water-staining in
places, more so to the final few leaves; uncut, and unbound, with singleleaf text-hook endleaves of printed waste (see below), spotted and
marked; ms. paper spine label (ready for when the book was to be
bound?) loosely inserted.
£600

First edition: a scarce tale of shipwreck, with the two
protagonists washed up on a Caribbean island. We have
been unable to identify the source text for this ‘translation’,
if indeed it is one. Quérard (IX, 123) lists four books by
one William Sheridan, published between 1799 and 1830,
all listed as translations from the English. Both he and
other early sources have suggested that ‘William’ was an
error for ‘Richard Brinsley’, but there is no evidence to
support this.
On the binding (or lack thereof) Professor Nicholas
Pickwoad writes: ‘It is a very typical low-cost French sewn
bookblock of its date … If there never was a cover (and
therefore no sign of adhesive on the spine), it would be
what I call a sewn text block, a form in which I believe
many books were sold from the late 15th century onwards,
but in this case, unusually, the structure is so lightweight
that it would not have been considered as permanent,
ready to be finished off with boards and a cover.’ One
early owner evidently thought it ready for reading: on the
front endleaf is written ‘Ce livre peut etre lu.’
Rochdieu, p. 300; not in Garside et al. Not in COPAC.
WorldCat lists 4 copies only (BnF, Leipzig, Royal Library,
Stockholm, National Library of Israel).

24. TOLSTOI, Lev Nikolaevich. Voskresenie. Roman
[Resurrection. A novel] … Izdanie Vladimira Chertkova. [In
English:] V. Tchertkoff. Purleigh, Maldon, Essex, England. 1899.
8vo (204 × 138 mm), pp. 360 [of 447; lacking the third part]; light stain in
the gutter of the half-title, the odd spot elsewhere, small chip to the
upper margin of p. 285; contemporary half vellum, bookplate sometime
removed.
£150
First separate edition. Voskresenie, Tolstoy’s last novel, might never
have been published at all, were it not for the Tsar’s persecution of the
Doukhobors (literally, ‘spirit-wrestlers’), a pacifist Christian sect
eventually exiled to Canada. Tolstoy had begun writing the book in the
late 1880s; the urgent need to raise money for the Doukhobors’
emigration fund led to his finishing the novel in 1899, and all proceeds
from the sale of the book were to go towards the fund.
Arrangements were made for the book to be published simultaneously in
Russia and the West. In Russia, as Aylmer Maude, the carpet salesman

turned Tolstoy champion whose wife translated the book into English,
put it: ‘whole chapters, as well as parts of chapters and many stray
sentences here and there, fell under the strokes of the executioner with
the red pencil.’ Thus, throughout 1899 as Tolstoy worked on the proof
sheets for the novel’s (censored) appearance in the journal Niva (then
published in book form by A. F. Marks in St Petersburg), marked-up
copies were also sent piecemeal to England for publication, uncensored,
in both Russian and English translation. Both were issued serially. For
some reason, the original owner of this copy did not wait for the final
parts to arrive before having it bound.
Kilgour 1204; Slatter, The Russian Émigré Press in Britain, 1853–1917,
385.

FRENCH PRINTING IN ENGLAND

25. [VAUGHAN, Benjamin]. Nouveaux & anciens principes du
commerce, comparés: ou traité sur les principes du commerce
entre les nations … ouvrage traduit de l’Anglois … A Londres:
Imprimé par Galabin … 1789.
8vo (191 × 120 mm), pp. xvi, 167, [1], plus folding table; offset from an
earlier inscription (‘Mémoire et Observation’) to dedication leaf; a nice
clean copy, disbound.
£400
First edition in French of New and old Principles of Trade compared (for
Joseph Johnson, 1788), with sections on commerce, the balance of
trade, agriculture, laws of navigation, etc., usually attributed to the
Anglo-American radical, Benjamin Vaughan (1751–1835), or his younger
brother, William.
Unlike many eighteenth-century books with the imprint ‘Londres’, this
was actually printed in London. Vaughan was a free-trader, though, as
the English Review commented at the time, his arguments ‘seem to be
founded rather in general philanthropy than either in rational or individual
interest, which are the great and only inducements to commercial
enterprise’. Thomas Jefferson had a copy in his library (Sowerby 3548).
Vaughan made a number of visits to Paris after the Revolution; his
support of the new order led to his being summoned by the Privy
Council, before he fled to the Continent and thence to the United States.
Martin & Walter 10766. Not in the British Library.

ENGLISH PRINTING IN FRANCE

26. VERNEAU, René. The Men of the Barma-Grande
(Baoussé-Roussè). An Account of the anthropological and
archæological Specimens in the Museum Præhistoricum founded
by the late Sir Thomas Hanbury … near Mentone. Translated
from the French … by O. C & B. C. Second Edition. Published by
Fr. Abbo Baoussé-Roussè, near Menton. 1908.
12mo (183 × 110 mm) in half-sheets, pp. 192; edges a little browned,
stitching pulling away in first couple of gatherings; uncut in the original
printed wrappers, a little soiled and creased, spine rubbed, chipped at
extremities.
£40
Second edition, revised and expanded, of a
paleoanthropological treatise on the newly discovered
‘Grimaldi Man’. ‘Since the appearance of the first
edition [1900] of this little work, important discoveries
have been made … Not only have they enabled us to
determine with certainty the age of the several layers
containing the remains of man or the relics of his
handiwork, but they have revealed the existence of a
fossil human type hitherto unknown’ (Preface).
René Verneau (1852–1938) was a French
anthropologist who led the investigative work on the
so-called ‘Grimaldi Man’. The present work represents
Verneau’s findings, and the framework of what would
become his theories on evolution. It is broadly
expanded from his initial treatise to include conclusions
made possible by a full excavation of the site funded
by the Crown Prince of Monaco, whom he thanks in his
preface. Verneau and his team would later face
criticism for their manipulation of the skeletons’ teeth
and jaws and partial reconstruction of the skulls, but although his
evolutionary theories were later debunked, the Grimaldi project is
considered seminal to the development of paleoanthropology.
The artefacts from the caves, including the skeletons, were displayed in
the adjacent Museum Praehistoricum, a small building paid for by
Thomas Hanbury (1832–1907), the Quaker merchant, philanthropist and
botanist. Having made his fortune trading with Chinese silk merchants,
Hanbury settled in Ventimiglia where he founded an important botanical
garden (the Giardini Botanici Hanbury), as well as two schools school

and the museum. His garden and the museum appeared in Baedeker
and other guidebooks, and attracted visitors including Queen Victoria.

LADY OF LETTERS

27. [VIGOR, Jane]. Briefe über Rußland von einem
Frauenzimmer, das sich einige Zeit daselbst aufgehalten hat,
an ihre Freundin in England. Mit historischen Anmerkungen.
Aus dem Englischen. Leipzig, bei Johann Friedrich Junius. 1775.
Small 8vo (157 × 94 mm), pp. vii, [3], 186; with a folding table at the end;
a little light marginal browning; contemporary boards, rubbed, front free
endpaper removed, early ink ownership inscription (‘Loeber’) to the title.
£500
First edition in German of Letters from a Lady, who resided some Years
in Russia (1775), ‘a series of endlessly gossipy and anecdotal but
nonetheless valuable letters from the British resident’s wife in the
Russian capital during Anna’s reign [1730–9] … The reviewers were
quick to establish her identity, which was at the time of publication Jane
Vigor (1700–1783), widow of a Russian merchant. She had, however,
gone out to Russia in 1728 as the wife of Thomas Ward, the British
consul-general, and on his death in 1731, she married within months
Claudius Rondeau, the British resident. Again widowed in 1739, Mrs
Rondeau returned to England with [William] Vigor, whom she married in
1740’ (Anthony Cross, By the Banks of the Neva, p. 340).
A French translation appeared the following year.
Cat. Russica R-1352; Price & Price, Humaniora, p. 183. For the first
edition, see Cross, In the Lands of the Romanovs C3, and Nerhood, To
Russia and return 80. WorldCat locates 2 copies outside Europe, at
Harvard and Indiana.
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